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Abstract 

We consider contributions to A+ —» 7rE,7rA and pK from excited 
states. The calculations are performed within the MIT-bag model 
and a Heavy Quark bag model. Because the mass of A+ is rather big 
compared to the strange baryons, excited baryon states with mass 
close to that of A+ in some cases give significant pole contributions 
to the decay amplitudes of A+. 
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1 Introduction 
Electroweak interactions are nowadays regarded to be well understood. 
Strong interactions among quarks are also thought to be qualitatively well 
understood in terms of QCD. Quantitatively, perturbativ QCD decribe very 
well the short distance (high energy-momentum) part of QCD. However, 
the long distance, confining part of QCD is less understood. To obtain 
a satisfactory quantitative descriptions of long distance QCD effects, one 
has to use Lattice QCD which is extremely time consuming even on big-
computers. Thus, to describe the long distance part of QCD one often 
uses models compatible with QCD where confinement is built in from the 
beginning. One such model is the MIT-bag model [1], which is known to 
give a fairly good description of baryons containing light quarks. For the 
charmed quark, one may use the so called heavy quark(HQ)-bag model[2]. 

Charmed baryons and their decays are of current interest[3j. In this ar
ticle we will consider non-leptonic decays of the charmed baryon A^. This 
requires the knowledge of both short and long distance aspects of QCD. 
Similar calculations of AS = 1 non-Ieptonic decays of strange baryons has-
been performed a decade ago [4]. In general, using the soft-pion theorem, 
the amplitude of non-leptonic decays of baryons can be split into commuta
tor (S-wave) terms, pole terms (P-wave) and a separable ("quark decay") 
term. The pole terms are apriori sizeable when the intermediate states 
are close in mass with the decaying particle. Thus, in AS = 1 decays of 
strange baryons, the ground state and possibly the lowest lying excited 
states are expected to give the most important contributions to the am
plitudes. However, for the charmed AC = AS = 1 baryon decays, this 
need not be so. Even if there are expected to be some quark wave function 
mismatch between the ground state of A+ and the excited states of, say, 
E, A, the excited states might still contribute if their masses arc close to 
that of A*. The purpose of this article is to give a quantitative description 
of such excited state pole contributions. 

Decays of the charmed baryon A* have been considered previously 
[5,6,7,8], but pole contributions due to higher excited states were neglected. 
This seems to be a good approximation for decays of strange baryons. but 
as we will show, not neccessarily for decays of charmed baryons. In non-
leptonic AS = 1 decays B —» B'IT , the released energy is moderate. For 
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the charmed baryons, this is not the case. This fact might call for some re
finement of the methods applied in AS = 1 decays of strange baryons. For 
instance, one might try to use chiral perturbation theory[9]. The trouble 
with such an approach is, however, that there are many undetermined cou
pling constants and one therefore looses the predictive power. One might 
also consider the problem within QCD sum rules[10]. However, to handle 
contributions owing to excited states, we will argue that models for bound 
quarks, like bag models[l,2] (-or the harmonic oscillator model[ll]), should 
be appropriate. 

2 General Framework 
The effective weak Hamiltonian for A'J = AC = 1 transitions is given 
by[12j: 

Hw = V2GF cos2 8C[C-O. + C+0+] , 0± = 0 A ± 0 B , 
0 A = UL-y^dLSCf"^ , OB = ^L'/udLuLy"cc • (1) 

The coefficients C± contain hard gluon effects calculated by means of the 
renormalization group equations (RGE). For a renormalization point p. ~ 
mc relevant in nonleptonic decays of charmed particles, one has C+ ^ 0.64 
and C_ ^ 1.96. (In the free quark case, C± = 1.) The matrix element of 
the Hamiltonian ( 1) for non-leptonic A+ —• BjMK decays can be written 
as 

(M4g)B,(P')\Hw\At(p)) = iUB!{P')\A + Bls}UAt(P), (2) 

where p(p') and U\$ (UB,) are momentum space Dirac spinors of the de
caying baryon A+ (final baryon Bj) and q is the momentum of the meson 
MK. Here, A and B denote the parity violating (PV) S wave and parity 
conserving (PC) P wave amplitudes, respectively. 

In genera], the standard method to find the contributions to .4 and B 
in eq.( 2), is to apply the soft- meson method of current algebra and relate 
the amplitude of the process A+ —* BfMK to that of the virtual process 
like A+ —t Bj, and to semileptonic processes. The main result from this 
soft-meson technique [13] is the parametrization of the amplitude ( 2) in 
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the following way: 

(MK(q)Bf(P')\Hw\\t(p)) = -±-{Bj\[Qi,Hw]\At)+P + R . (3) 

Here, j K is the pseudoscalar meson decay constant and Q% is the axial 
generator associated with the MK -meson. Besides the commutator term, 
the matrix element in eq.( 3) contains two types of contributions. First, the 
contribution P from all possible pole diagrams. Second, the contribution 
R from "quark decay" amplitudes. These terms are also called separable 
because they can be written as the product of two matrix elements of 
the currents contained in OA,B i n e<3-( 1) : 'he matrix element of a current 
between the states Bj and A c (which occurr in semileptonic decays) and the 
the matrix of a current between the meson state M„ and the vacuum. (One 
may argue[7] that P contain only the poles due to the lowest lying states 
with spin-parity \ , and that pole contributions from higher excited states 
are contained in R. In practice this is of course a matter of definition.) 
A further description of considerations leading to eq.( 3) is given in the 
litterature and will not be repeated here. The commutator and separable 
terms have been calculated previously[5,6,7,8]. For these we have essentially 
nothing new to add, and we have written down their contributions in table 
3 without giving the formulae. In the next section we will present the pole 
contributions. 

3 Pole Contributions 
A typical pole contribution has the form 

j K ft. (B,\J>AM\B') F ^ 7 <B' | iM0)|A+) , (4) 

where B' is a (for instance excited) intermediate baryonic state . J%K is the 
axial vector current associated with the emitted meson MK. As seen from 
this expression, excited states with mass m' ~ M are potentially important. 
(If rri and M are very close we have to introduce the width T of m' by 
m' —> m' — iT/2). An excited baryon state contains a quark occupying an 
excited frequency mode and therefore has a larger mass, while all quantum 
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numbers determining the state stays unchanged. We shall consider the 
excited (lSi/2)2(2Sif2)1,. ••,(lS1/2)2(6S,/2)1 configurations together with 
the lowest one (IS1/2)3. We note that the configurations in which more 
than one quark is excited when forming the intermediate baryons, such as 
(15i /2)(25 1 / 2 ) I (35 1 / 2 ) 1 , will give rise to the excited E + , E°, etc. in the final 
state and therefore do not contribute to the physical decay processes we 
consider. For intermediate spin-parity 5 baryon states we have to replace 
one of the 5w2 states by a P1/2 state. 

For a weak Bi —> B2 transition, matrix elements of the weak Hamilto-
nian H\y, which we calculate in MIT-bag and HQ-bag models , are given 
by 

(B2\HW\B!) = UB,{aB>B> +bB*B> ls)UBl (5) 

where the a's and 6's have to be calculated in a quark model. The parity 
violating 6's will vanish in the limit of exact SU(A) symmetry due to the Lee-
Swift theorem [14]. However, using a fourier transform of the hadronic ma
trix element, non-zero 6's can be calculated also within the bag model[15,7j. 
If one of the baryons is a | state, the matrix elements are still given as in 
(5), but now the a's are parity-violating. 

The corresponding equations for intermediate spin 3/2 states are: 

{B2\HW\B,) = UB,(aB^+bB^i,)p.UBl, (6) 

where p is the momentum of B\ and Ugjs the (adjoint) Rarita-Schwinger 
spinor of the spin 3/2 baryon B2. 

The relevant matrix elements of the axial current have the form 

(B<\rA\B3) = < # * F B , 7*75^3 (7) 

if B3,4 are both j baryons. If one of them is a 5 state, the 75 is removed. 
When the outgoing baryon is a | state, 

(B4\Ji\B3) = hB<B>UBlUBl. (8) 

It is well known that in general the matrix elements in (7) and (8) of the 
axial vector current involves more form factors. However, these extra terms 
do not contribute significantly to the non-leptonic amplitudes. 
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We have performed the calculations of pole contributions to the am
plitudes A and B by considering both \ , j ~ , and | B'-poles. Their 
analytical expressions are given below: 

AU^) = W.{M'm) 
9A 'bB'^ gf'bW 

BVoi(\+) ' 
- 1 

v/2/„ 
(M + m) 

m' + M m' + m 

9ya*^ 

B > 4 ) = i k { M + m ) 

M — m' rn — m' 

M-m' 

B,B' 

m — m' 

9A bB'At , g ^ b 8 ' 8 ' 

3 + 
Apoi(~ ) • • 

hB'1 

B <3+)- ~ M 

M 
2y/2f. [M~- m' 

kB'B' 
M + m' 

M 

:B'A< ff + 

m' m — m' 

hB'cM 

m — m 

hBM 

.,aB>"l& 

m -t- m' 
-*>*<$ 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where Apoi(^ ) is the contribution to the amplitude A from the | poles, 
and so on. The f's are kinematic factors (with dimension mass) which are 
given in the Appendix. 

In general, we denote the intermediate baryons by B' (or B'c if the meson 
is emitted before the weak interaction). These may contain an excited quark 
q' = v\d' or s' to make excited baryons B'q,(B'cq,). (There are in fact three 
S,' configurations denoted £1,2,3. Si contains an excited s-quark, while 
T-22 contains an excited u- or rf-quark. The effects of these are summed for 
each level n in table 2). We find for the weak 1+ 

2 
1 + transitions 

cos16cC-(Xi+3X2), (15) 

127T 
(1C) 
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The other a's are related to these and are given in the Appendix, eq. (21)-
(23). 

The quantities X\ and X2 are overlap integrals of MIT-bag model wave 
functions 

XAMIT ~ I drr2(udvc~ucvd){u,vu-uuvs) , (17) 
JO 
fR 

X?\MIT = / drr2(uduc + vjvc)(u,uu + v3vu) , Jo 

where the u,'s and u,'s ars the upper and lower components of the bag 
model Dirac spinor of quark flavour q = u,d,s,c. (For details on the 
notation, see ref.[16].) For the HQ-bag model, the quantities Ai,2l H 9 are 
given by the same expressions as in (17), with uc, vc replaced by the HQ-bag 
model wave functions[8] 

uc\HQ = -iNe^fl , vc\aQ=0, (IS) 

where mc is the mass of the c-quark, and N is a normalization factor. 
For I «-> i baryon transitions we obtain expressions of the same type 

as in (15)-(18), but one of the light quarks are in a nPi/2-mode. Details are 
given in the Appendix, eq. (24)-(26). For the weak ^ «-» | transitions, 
the matrix element of the Hamiltonian vanishes when it is sandwiched be
tween static spin j and spin | states. However, this is obviously an artifact 
of the static bag model. Using so-called boosted bag model quark wave 
functions [17], where a non-zero space-momentum of the baryon might be 
kept, we get a non-zero result. What enters the calculations is essentially 
the derivative of the matrix element with respect to space-momentum at 
zero space-momentum. This derivative is non-zero, while the matrix ele
ment itself is zero at zero space-momentum. The expressions for spin 3/2 
are similar to the expressions above and is given in the Appendix, eq. (27). 

The axial form factors are given by integrals over two bag model wave 
functions, for instance: 

9*F = lJo

Rr2dr(U3ud-~v,vd). (19) 

For an intermediate S-pole with spin-parity j , u,(v,) is replaced by the 
Pi/j-mode wave function u,(ti,) and — 5 by + 1 . The other g's t.nd h's are 
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given in the Appendix, eq. (28)-(29). We have now written down the 
neccessary formulae. The bag integrals are calculated numerically. Our 
results are given in the tables 1-3. 

4 Results and Discussion 
We have calculated the A and B amplitudes numerically for three cases: 

(a) Within the MIT- bag model, (b) Within the HQ- bag model with 
MIT- bag model parameters, (c) Within the HQ- bag with HQ- bag model 
parameters. The masses of the excited states for these three cases are given 
in table 1. The resonance masses and radii are calculated by neglecting the 
colour-magnetic interaction. This has been done for two reasons. First for 
simplicity. Second, the physical states will be certain mixtures of the pure 
states found in the bag model. This mixing will technically be rather cum
bersome to calculate in the bag model. For instance, one problem would 
be how many excited states one should include in the same mixing ma
trix for the neighbouring resonances. The masses will therefore anyway be 
somewhat uncertain. An alternative approach might be to keep the whole 
calculation within the bag model by treating the meson as a fundamental 
particle emitted from quark lines. That is, we obtain "quark poles" instead 
of baryon poles. In this way the uncertainties due to the resonance masses 
would be avoided, because the energies of the excited quark modes are 
fixed by the model. However, then one has to worry about how to intepret 
disconnected diagrams[19]. In this article we have not included the refine
ments of a free parameter for soft gluon effects[5] nor the fourier transform 
[7,15] to obtain a non-zero b in (5). Our purpose has been to study higher 
excited states not considered elswhere. 

The obtained values for the amplitudes Apoi and Bpo\ are shown in table 
2. (More details are given in [18].) Unfortunately, they are highly model 
dependent. This is partly due to mass determinators like in (4), which are 
rather sensitive to small variations in resonance masses which are close to 
the mass of the charmed baryon. Anyway, the results show that higher 
resonances (excited states) can in general not be neglected compared to 
the lowest lying baryons. To be more spesific, we want to emphasize the 
following: l)The lowest lying spin 3/2 states (including no excited quark) 
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gives sizeable contributions, while the excited ones are negligible. 2)The 
HQ-model gives smaller amplitudes than the MIT-bag model, as already 
noted in [8]. This is striking for the pole contributions which are one order 
of magnitude bigger within the MIT-bag model. 3)The relative importance 
of contributions owing to higher excited Ftates is greater within the HQ-bag 
model than within the MIT-bag model. 

The rate for A+ —» B;MK is proportional to 

r ° = L4|2 + p | £ | 2 , (20) 

where p is a dimensionless factor depending on the masses of the particles 
involved in the decay. To reproduce a branching ratio of ^ 1% [20] for 
A+ - • pTv° (for whichj> ~ 0.15), ( r 0 ) 1 ' ' 2 should be ~ 7 x KT 7 . Thus we 
find that for A+ —> pK°, the MIT-bag gives too big amplitudes, while the 
HQ-model seems to give amplitudes which are slightly too small. (The data 
are still poor for exclusive modes). That is, the exponential damping of the 
wave function in (18) seems to be a little too hard, and the non-relativistic 
approximation VC)HQ = 0 is somewhat crude. 

In this article we have followed the standard approach used in AS = 1 
decays of strange baryons. One can of course argue that the soft-pion 
techniques cannot be expected to work too well when the energy release 
is so big as they are for charmed meson decays. However, at least for the 
excited states, some quark model should be suitable, while one could look 
for other approaches for other parts of the ampitude. Obviously further 
work should be done to understand non-leptonic decays of charmed baryons 
better. Our message is that, although being model dependent, the wave 
function mismatch suppression in overlap integrals for excited states is riot 
so strong that their pole contributions can be neglected. 
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Appendix 
The parameters ff in (13) and (14) are given by: 

* - ±MS"+«£>-»]-"'ff'*«#•-£>• 
where 

' 2M2 

is the Bj energy in th- rest frame of the A+. 
The relations between the a's in (5),(6) and (9)-(14) are: 

V2 
aE° E» = a ^ t a s + s ? , 3 = a £°£° i 3 = 1 fls+E+ ( 2 i ) 

For the £2 configuration we have the expressions: 

a W = - ^ cos 2 ffc 0 . ( 7 ^ - 3 ^ ) 
36v2fl" 

^ — cos 20 C C_ (7XS - 9X 2 ) , (22) 
36-^/6* 

and we obtain the relation 

a^°-> = -<A + E> (23) 

For spin-parity i~ states, (21) is valid for the £2,3 states, and the bag 
integrals for excited u or d quarks are 

i-H 
XAMIT - I dr r (udvc - ucvd)(u,vu - uuv,) , Jo 
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II 

or 
(>a'n ± e r 3 n)(Pn"a^Pn"n) + ("aPn ± P^n^'n'Ti ^ Da°a)} £d dp / = Z'n\-X 

(OS) 

pUT2 ' " g + ' g = » ' g ' f g + ^ = ' ' 'g ' 3J3UM 

•"OS 
(io) ' f f ' ^ ( , ! X 5 - ' A r S ) - 3 ^ o 3 ^ = ; s / a 9 

O x s - ' x e ) - / ' * ^ ^ = , v , ; 3 , 

( + X - - A r ) p 3 3 - / 5 8 E " o o ^ = , V , : 3 P 

Aq U3AI3 are S3pni;[dmB g /g utds 3 i i£ 

3J3IJA 

or 
' (sa"a + °nnn)(:'aPa+ DnPn) ddp / = " " " I ^ X 

vJ 

or 
' ("n'q- Bn"n)(P(i 3n -'aPn)ddp I = J ; " v | s t j ( -

•"SAfr (ss) T^xe + ^ x ) - , ^ ^ - ^ - = I 3 ^ V D 

9A12l{ 3M 
^xBnb-s ps5iDX3 UE SUIAIOAUI ss^B^s [ 3 si{} JOJ '(uopuaAUoa ai]} ui sjrepp JOJ 
[QT]J3J 33g)'3pOUI 5[JEnb z/lJ TZ JO ^U3UOdUIO0 (j3«l0])j3ddn 3tJ} SI (a )n 3J3UM 

(tS) ' ("a'a + "n'n)(3aPn + =TjPn) a jp /" = ^""^X 



Using the replacement in (18), -X^l^g is given by the same expression. 
Moreover, 

Xl\„„ = EldC, , x;\Hq = ( i & + m\)Vx 

X1\MlT = ElC[ , X[\HQ = (El + ml)D[ 

where C\(D\) is given by Xx in (17) ((17) and (18)) with r 2 replaced by r 4 , 
and 

C » - * ^ = ± i ^ _M 
A E < A E ^ < V 3 m A \ m A / 

1 / 1 

Wor." - V Z WOT-.» - r ~ + 'EO r.o - S 0 E . „ ; T-m^ \J^m^ 

where upper(lower) sign applies for MIT(HQ)-bag model results. The quan
tities in the parentheses are the values for C' 6 ' 's. 

The axial form factors for baryons containing S1/2 modes only (see also 
eq.(19)) are: 

9A = 57? X T ^K^-3^). 

hfAt = -j\*dr(ul-\v>), 

Moreover we obtain the relations: AS* 

9A — nA — nA — ^ 9 A 
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v^r* = f ftfE,+ = v ^ r " = s r
L t = - v ^ r - . 

If one nPi/2-mode is involved, we obtain 

» r S + = - / r 2 d r («„«,,+ ii uVi), (29) 
Jo 

£°E+ _ _ , E+E3+ _ _ 3 A+T& _ _ o Æ_E°SJ _ _ 3 AE+ _ 3 ^ E+E+ 
9U - ^9A 2SU <>V<SgA — —^ffA — 2 9 A 

AEJ A+E° -
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Tabic .1: Intermediate baryon masses MB> (in GeV) and radii RB- (in fin). 

(a) Within the MIT- bag model. 
nSi/-i quark modes: 

•/•>„ i » «=• . Ms+ z„ «£+, Ms\ «£+_, " = A . 
1 2.51 5.30 1.248 2.04 5.30 1.248 4.90 2.408 
2 5.57 6.07 1.743 5.40 6.05 1.898 5.85 3.031 
3 8.70 6.63 2.218 8.58 6.60 2.347 6.45 3.548 
4 11.83 7.07 2.667 11.74 7.05 2.808 6.92 4.021 
5 14.96 7.44 3.093 14.89 7.50 3.238 7.31 4.464 
6 18.10 7.77 3.502 18.04 7.75 3.653 7.65 4.885 

nP\/2 quark modes: 

Xs /?£ + M E+ Xu fiE+ Mvt • R s + / A/s+_, 
3.96 5.71 1.485 3.81 5.77 1.570 5.45 2.750 
7.11 6.37 1.981 7.00 6.39 2.090 6.17 3.297 

10.248 6.86 2.444 10.16 6.87 2.571 6.69 3.788 
13.39 7.27 2.882 13.32 7.27 3.021 7.12 4.245 
16.52 7.61 3.301 16.46 7.61 3.440 7.48 4.676 
19.66 7.91 3.701 19.61 7.92 3.850 7.79 5.088 

(b) Within the HQ- bag mode] with MJT- bag mode] parameters. 
nSi/2 quark modes: 

,/«„ x, R%+ AfE+ l u ^s+, M E + /?£ + M s + # 

1 2.44 4.29 0.959 2.04 4.31 0.966 3.93 2.188 
2 5.55 4.94 1.327 5.40 5.08 1.454 4.95 2.743 
3 8.67 5.19 1.608 8.58 5.35 1.776 5.40 3.143 
4 11.81 5.33 1.846 11.74 5.51 2.041 5.68 3.483 
5 14.94 5.43 2.055 14.89 5.62 2.272 5.89 3.785 
6 18.08 5.50 2.244 18.04 5.69 2.481 6.05 4.061 



nPi/2 quark modes: 

'./». Z J Rs+ M*i xu Rs* A/E+, V.. M E+ 
1 3.94 4.70 1.153 3.81 4.85 1.261 4.83 2.556 
2 7.09 5.09 1.472 7.00 5.25 1.632 5.40 3.006 
3 10.23 5.28 1.730 10.16 5.46 1.921 5.74 3.373 
4 13.37 5.39 1.952 13.32 5.58 2.168 5.98 3.694 
5 16.51 5.47 2.151 16.46 5.67 2.387 6.16 3.984 
6 19.65 5.52 2.332 19.61 5.74 2.587 6.30 4.251 

(c) Within the HQ- bag model with HQ- bag model parameters. 
nS\j2 quark modes: 

.,/"„ £ » RB+ M E + xu Rs+ Ms* flE+, Ms* 
1 2.50 5.33 1.234 2.04 5.30 1.217 5.03 2.839 
2 5.55 5.81 1.567 5.40 5.85 1.646 5.81 3.341 
3 8.68 6.10 1.838 8.58 6.10 1.954 6.23 3.727 
4 11.81 6.21 2.076 11.74 6.26 2.214 6.52 4.061 
5 14.95 6.32 2.289 14.89 6.37 2.444 6.74 4.363 
6 18.09 6.41 2.483 18.04 6.45 2.653 6.92 4.640 

«A/2 quark modes: 

,/n» 2 * Rz+ M E+ *u iJE+ M E+ Rz*, A/E+ 
1 3.96 5.63 1.402 3.81 5.71 1.491 5.61 3.148 
2 7.10 5.96 1.704 7.00 6.06 1.839 6.13 3.572 
3 10.237 6.15 1.959 10.16 6.26 2.121 6.48 3.929 
4 13.38 6.27 2.184 13.32 6.39 2.366 6.73 4.247 
5 16.51 6.36 2.387 16.46 6.49 2.586 6.93 4.536 
6 19.65 6.42 2.574 19.61 6.56 2.788 7.09 4.803 



Deeny n -wr> ^(5*) ^ T ) 
10' 10' 10' 

W 
-Ml*) «*(!*) -V.!;"' 

•10' 10' 10' 

(0 
>W|*) B^\*) A„,(l-) 

•10' 10' 10' 

A; - pi? 5 

11081 -4.198 -2.200 
-0.396 -U.199 0,111 

0.383 0.606 -0.067 
0.111 -0.023 -0.008 
0.011 0.004 3.002 
0.008 0.035 -0.001 

0.497 1.351 -0.0S7 
-0.132 -0.597 0.480 

0.034 0.405 -0.372 
-0.004 -0.187 0.233 

-3.8-IO"" -OHO -0.6C0 
0.004 0.179 0.392 

0.131 0,703 -0.439 
-0.014 -0.133 0.330 
-0.004 -0.169 -0.315 
-0.001 0.601 0.305 
-0.006 0.099 -0.274 

0.006 -0.287 -0.085 

A ; - £ • * " 

19.399 6.848 8.201 
-0.172 0.841 -0.106 
-0.179 -0.916 0.042 

0.018 0.070 0.015 
0.004 -0.O02 -0.010 
0.002 0.010 0.002 

1.032 -1.624 -3.030 
-0.047 1.382 2.201 

0.005 -0.642 -1.520 
-0.001 -0.556 0.203 

0.003 0.302 -0.783 
-0.004 0.885 0 418 

0.134 -2.238 -1.425 
-0.002 0.088 0.602 

3.7- IO"' 0.597 0.528 
-0.019 -1.511 1.252 
-0.011 -1.032 -0.574 

7.1 • 10-' 0.177 0.098 

A ; - x°** 

12.871 -5.610 6.070 
-0.175 0.116 -0.070 
-0.127 -0.577 0.033 

0.013 0.053 0.011 
0.002 -0.008 -0.006 
0.001 -0.007 0.001 

0.725 3.378 -2.136 
-0.033 0.414 1.742 

0.004 -0.683 -1.025 
-0.001 O.01C 0.073 

0.002 0.009 -0.529 
-0.003 0.612 0.305 

0,093 0.213 -1.174 
-0.001 0.052 0.449 

2.8 • 10-' 0.234 0.406 
0.013 -0.881 0.849 

-0.008 -0.770 -0.401 
7.1 • 10" 0.049 0.084 

A* - Air" 

5 
6 

21.197 1.744 1.561 
-0.316 0.307 -0.011 
-0.176 -0.546 0.083 
-0.021 0.043 0.002 
-0.004 -0.007 0.002 

0.003 i ..TW 2.9 • 10"' 

1.306 -0.801 1.520 
-0.063 0.536 -0.7GG 

0.007 -0.502 0.373 
-7.1 • 10"' -0.128 0.023 

0.004 0.080 0.206 
-0.004 0.532 -0.139 

0.172 -0.439 0.559 
-0.004 -0.006 -0.188 

-7.1 • 10-' -0.037 -0.181 
-0.020 0.119 -0.306 
-0.012 0.098 0.155 

0.001 -0.011 -0045 

Table .2: Numerical values of the total contributions to the pole term calculated in 
(a) MIT-bag model, (b) HQ-bag mode! with MIT-bag parameters and (c) HQbag 
model with HQ-bag parameters. 



Amplitudes 107 
1 

(a) (b) (c) 
II 

(a) (b) (c) 
III 

(a) (b) (c) 

IV 
(a) (b) (c) 

A ( A + - p t f * ) 

A(A + - £+*a) 

A(A+ - E ° T + ) 

A(A+ - A*+) 

9.035 -0.003 -0.367 

27.218 -1.432 0.584 

18.623 -0847 0.301 

22.845 2.466 0.131 

4.103 -1.099 -0.686 

-5.211 1.395 0.871 

7.369 -1.973 -1.232 

-3.445 0.684 0.489 

12.310 -2.564 -1.832 

9.693 -0.418 -0.564 

22.007 -0.037 1.455 

25.992 -2.820 -0.931 

35.155 -0.098 -1701 

BfAf-pA^) 

B(A+ - D + i " ) 

B(A+ - E ° T + ) 

B(A + - Air+) 

-3.775 1.041 0.814 

6.833 -0.253 -3.919 

-6.033 3.746 -1.103 

1.547 -0.283 -0.276 

-9.793 1.994 1.425 

35.560 -8.173 -5.839 

-13.568 3.035 2.239 

6.833 -0.253 -3.919 

-6.033 3.746 -1.103 

37.107 -8.456 -6.115 

Table 3: Numerical values of the pole (I), commutator ([[), and fnctorizahlr 
(111) terms for certain decay modes of A* calculated in (a) MIT-bag model, (b) 
IIQ-bag model with MIT-bag parameters and (c) HQ-bag model with IIQ-bag 
parameters. Column IV shows the complete values of A and B amplitudes. 
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